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It can keep you up at night, the
thought of some wily hacker,

or, worse, a paid professional, creeping through
your company's most valuable information.
But if you keep your network sealed tight to avoid
the Information Superhighwayrnen, you'll miss
out on all the resources and opportunities the
Internet has to offer.
There are other issues. What sort of
access should your employees have to the Net?
How do you control it? What about viruses?
What happens to e-mail, transaction orders, legal
documents and electronic funds once they've
left your secure enclave?
At IBM, some of our smartest people are
working on the problem of information ecuri!y.
One group consists of "ethical hackers" who try
to break into your system and reveal the cracks
ill your armor.
Once we know your vulnerabilities, we
erect multilayered firewalls and install the latest
IBM AntiVirus protection software from our labs.
And, in the event of a break-in, an Emergency
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Response Security Team is standing by around
the clock to detect it, contain it and top it from
happening again.
If you're just starting to build your own
network, the IBM Global etwork gives you
the security and Internet access you need, from
Turkey to Thailand and 43 other countries
around the world.
Every day, more people and more information make the world of networked computing
a place of incredible opportunity and transformation. All the minds and resources of
IBM are committed to helping you get from here
to there. Safely.
Stop by www.ibm.com or call
1 800 IBM-7080, ext. G204, for our free 16-p~~
booldet highlighting how IBM can help your
business thrive over the Internet. We'll also send
you our brochure on the IBM SecureWay'"family
of products and services.
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HE winds stilled. The temperature

I

climbed to zero. A lone Twin
Otter aircraft appeared on the
horizon and landed at our remote
campsite-three canary-yellow Scott tents
anchored on the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.
The plane came for me alone. The others still had weeks of work here. I had
struck my tent and packed my orange survival bags. I was numb with cold, dumb
with altitude, and giddy with the thought
of a bed more inviting than a foam pad on
a block of ice two miles thick.
Until that moment, I considered our
campsite-located almost 800 miles from
the main U.S. base in Antarctica-the precise geographic middle of nowhere. How
blithely the aircraft erased that hard-won
distance. The plain on which I waited,
seemingly infinite in its immaculate emptiness, contracted.
The aircraft's sudden appearance forcibly reminded me how our modem tools,
so often so much larger than ourselves,
transform us. They may allow us to traverse in hours the expanses that took earlier
explorers years to cross, but they also cultivate in us a contempt for such distance.
Indeed, with planet earth so entwined with
satellite systems, fiber optics, and highspeed computer links, we persuade ourselves that we have collapsed geography
and that the journey is no longer necessary.
I arrived at this unmapped spot in Antarctica-located at approximately 78 degrees latitude south and 128 degrees longitude west-in the fall of 1995, traveling
here as a journalist with a team of six
glaciologists under the auspices of the
National Science Foundation.
What brought the scientists here was
neither gold nor gems nor the promise of
hydrocarbons. They came to mine the ice
for information-drilling
for the pristine
crystals that have accumulated in annual
layers for millennia. I can think of no physical State more transient than that of a
snowflake; yet here the ice is the measure
of eternity. In places, it is 500,000 years
thick. In the laboratory, those crystals can
reveal the chemistry of earth's ancient
atmosphere, the rapid fluctuations of the
planet's climate, and the global reach of
pollution.
The distance we traveled to get here, in a
freezing wind on a bucking sled hauled by
a snowmobile, was a journey of more than
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time and miles. It measured the limits of
the tools we use to bridge these gaps. Devices meant to guide our journey were
defeated by the extreme conditions. Our
handheld Global Positioning System receivers, for example, which under more
normal circumstances could plot our position by satellite to within a few feet, simply froze. In the end, we found our way
here like ants crawling across a slick white
kitchen oilcloth-blindly, with our feelers
outstretched.
We kept our bearings for the last 50
miles by marking our trail every 600 yards
with a red flag, then moving forward by
looking over our shoulders at the path we
left behind. Eventually the swirling snow
closed around us so completely that we
could not see even those bright signposts.
In the developed world, we entrust our
safekeeping to complex systems so intangible that most of us cannot begin to comprehend them-air
traffic control, electronic banking, managed health care, commodities markets, the Federal Re erve.
Even if we can master one of them, the others inevitably elude our understanding and
control.
Survival on the ice, by contrast, forces a
mastery of numerous practical details: how
to overlayer three pairs of gloves so the

wind cannot freeze the exposed flesh of
your wrists; how to adjust snow goggles
over a facemask, a parka hood, and a neck
warmer so you can still breathe; how to
sleep so your sweat-soaked felt inner soles
do not freeze; how to arrange the zippers of
your sleeping bag so its cold metal does not
bum your skin.
On the ice, my more experienced companions saw to my safety when my ignorance put me at risk. I relearned humanity's
oldest lesson: survival is an act of dependence. While we celebrate individual
strength, it is symbiosis at which our species
most excels. We are, after all, colony creatures at heart, and inside every cell of our
bodies we carry the ancestral signature of
cooperative arrangements.
Even on the ice, I was at the frayed end
of an invisible lifeline stretching across half
the planet. Our camp was at the center of a
web of radio checks, rescue contingency
plans, weather station forecasts, radar
sweeps, and resupply manifests involving
hundreds if not thousands of people on
three continents.
The memory of that vivid experience
recently came back to me as I sat in the
window seat of a Boeing 737 jet flying over
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, suspended at 33,000
feet between coasts. A vast cloud front
enveloped the earth below from horizon
to horizon, rippled like the ice fields of
Antarctica and glowing with pale sun et
shades of coral and rose.
.
I was reminded then that I was kept
aloft not by jet engines or applied principles of physics but by a web of relationships with millions of people whom I do
not know, whose faces were hidden from
me by the clouds below. By freeing us from
focusing on so many basics of survival,
technology appears to release us from our
dependence on each other. In truth, it only
distances us from those on whom we ultimately depend, making them invisible and
easier to deny. As we insulate ourselves
from the world around us, the failure to
recognize this vulnerability-or,
worse,
mistaking it for strength-ean prove dangerous. On the ice, at least, such an outlook is clearly fatal..

-ROBERT

LEE HOTZ

Hotz, a science writer at the Los Angeles Times,
shared a Pulitzer Prize for earthquake coverage.
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DESIGNING FOR THE CONSUMER
A more appropriate title for Hugh
Aldersey-Williams's "Interactivity with
a Human Face" (TR February/March
1996) would have been
"Two-Faced
Interactiviry
with a Human." Our short
history of interacting with
computers has spawned a
love-hate relationship filled
with frustration, deception,
and even entrapment. Why
do I have a negative attitude?
As a cognitive psychologist, I
side with humans rather than
computers, and so far we have gotten
the short end of the stick.
The article opens with a classicexample, voice menus. Such menus require
more time than the one or two minutes
usually involved with a human agent.
And whereas restaurant menus lay
everything out before your eyes, a voice
menu keeps you waiting for something
you will soon forget.
Too often, interface design benefits
the service provider, not the consumer.
The provider, whether a bank or a
movie theater, pays no labor costs for
the already-purchased computer. It has
plenty of time to keep you on the lineyou and who knows how many other
people at the same time!
As an interface becomes rich with text
and graphics, it can also become more
complex and confusing. Designers of
ATMs, onscreen VCR programming,
word processors, spread sheets, and
even missile control systems have a
larger palette and more tools for doing
really bad design. What makes matters
worse is that designers don't think like
users. They create from the top down.
Users then feel like outsiders trying to
get into a system.
Corporate profits ultimately drive
interface design. Although software

companies are setting up usability labs,
users benefit only to a limited extent
because marketing success is more
important to quarterly profits than
actual usability. Users are
told a given product is user
friendly while in reality they
must waste time following
steps that make no sense.
As with other consumer
issues, we need a nonprofit
consumer advocacy group
that exposes the false userfriendliness of computer
software and empowers
users. As a start, users should remember the following: (1) You are not a
dummy. If you don't understand how to
do something or can't remember how,
the interface stinks. Complain! (2) If you
made an error that cannot be corrected,
it's the system's fault, not yours. Complain! (3) If anything requires more than
three key presses, three mouse clicks, or
three seconds, your time is being wasted.
Demand your rights!
KENTL. NORMAN

Laboratory for Automation Psychology
Department of Psychology
University of Maryland
College Park, Md.

Several suspect assumptions underlie
Erwin V..Martinez's assertion in "You
Call This Service?" (TR April 1996) that
customers who are not receiving decent
service would be better off interacting
with computers. First, Martinez assumes
the problem requires a technological
solution, thus ignoring a company's
responsibility to determine why its
employees are behaving like automatons
and to understand customers' frustrations. Second, the author ignores the
wealth of social value attached to having
a fellow human hand you your merchandise, even if he or she is rude. Third,

We welcome letters to the editor.
Write: Technology Review, Building W59, Cambridge, MA 02139. Fax: (617)258-8778.
E-mail: < technology-review-letters@mit.edu> .
Please include your address, telephone number, and e-mail address.
Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
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the author implies that creating userfriendly computer systems is simple. As
an interface designer, I struggle daily
with the challenges of creating new technologies whose impact on consumers
will be positive. Simply displaying
"thank you" on the screen is a far cry
from achieving that goal.
STEVE PORTIGAL

Palo Alto, Calif.
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lNDuS1RIAL ECOLOGY
In a recent EPA study of eco-industrial
parks, our company sought to determine
what conditions are likely to support the
development of waste-exchange
networks similar to the one in Kalundborg,
Denmark, that is profiled in "A Down-toEarth Approach to Clean Production"
(TR February/March 1996) by Nicholas
Gertler and John R. Ehrenfeld. We built
upon reports from Kalundborg managers
to offer the following suggestions:

• Teams seeking to form a similar network must not overplan. Trying to
decide on exactly the "right" companies
(or industries) to recruit would constrain
the one-to-one deals of plant managers.
• Another useful step is to survey existing patterns of byproduct exchange in
the region. This will often demonstrate
that industrial symbiosis needs simply
build upon existing practice. The survey
will also highlight underused resources,
such as waste heat from power and foodprocessing plants.
• A rich information flow will enable
companies to discover the benefits of
resource exchange, with or without
colocation. Potential exchange members
could rely on industrial databases,
World Wide Web sites, and workshops.
• A concerted effort to establish a local
byproduct exchange can spur the devel-
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opment of new businesses. Many waste
materials may need chemical or physical processing to be marketable. Companies may need new information and
training services. Entrepreneurs can set
up shop in these niches.
• Industrial ecologists have celebrated
Kalundborg as the premier industrial
ecosystem. But it is an error to reduce
the concept (and the field) to a system
of trading wastes. In many cases,
eliminating wastes earlier in the cycle
rather than trading them is the preferred
solution.
ERNEST LOWE

Indigo Development
Oakland, Calif.
TAKING TIlE HEAT OFF CO2
Two columns from TR's February/
March 1996 issue, "The Environment
Backslide" by Robert M. White and
"Cool Solutions for Global Warming"
by Daniel Lashof, should be read
together. .
As White notes, past excesses are
pushing politicians to undermine some
of the good we've accomplished with
environmental legislation. The environmental movement has gone well beyond
science, facts, and rationality-not
to
mention economy and efficiency.
Lashof provides an example of this. In
his missionary zeal, he studiously avoids
any discussion of nuclear power when
examining electricity-generating
technologies that emit less CO2, He must
know that nuclear fuel occupies second
place among primary energy sources for
the production of U.S. electricity. He
must also know that nuclear generating
stations emit no greenhouse gases, and,
because of these two facts, obviously
must be considered prime candidates for
dealing with global warming.

J.J. SCOVILLE
Westlake Village, Calif.
Lashof proposes economic incentives for
achieving the 1992 Rio de Janeiro Climate
Treaty'S main objective of stabilizing
greenhouse gases at a "safe" level--even
though an objective benchmark has not
yet been determined. Moreover, Lashof

